
3 Reasons To Visit Berlin 
 

 

1) To visit the historic Berlin         2) For the night life      
           3) For the Fashion and Shopping 
 
 
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1) To visit the historic Berlin – Berlin has many historic monuments; like the Brandenburg Gate, the Wall, the Parliament (it also has the island of            museums, the Berlin Cathedral, the Holocaust memorial, check point Charlie) and many other interesting things.                                   --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2) For the night life – In Berlin, during the night hours you could visit Potsdamer Platz, where there is the Sony Centre; or you could go in various          places where you can try the German quality beer.    

The most famous monument of Berlin, known in the entire world as the symbol of the city, is the Brandenburg Gate.  
It was opened to the circulation of vehicles from the 6th August 1791, the gate was built starting from 1788 by Carl Gotthard Langhans, who got his inspiration from the reconstruction of the Propylaea of Athens. 

Potsdamer Platz is a big touristic attraction and it is also the symbol of the New Berlin. 
The birth of this square was due to the need of a centre, a place where the intense commercial 



         --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 3) For the Fashion and Shopping – In the capital you could go and visit Alexander Platz where you can find various shops of fashion, such as Primark...                  In addition to the fashion, there are also many shops suitable for all kinds of interests. 

  

Alexanderplatz is an important square of Berlin, with many shops suitable for all. This square used to be used for the sale of cattle (it was in fact called “Ochsenplatz”, translated in English it would be “Oxen Square”). It then got changed to Alexanderplatz in honour of the Russian Zar Alexander I after visiting that square the 25th October 1805. The square became famous after the construction of a station, with the same name of the square. Alexanderplatz became like this the most commercial part of the city; and it stayed like this until 1940/1945, when the bombardments gravely damaged it. 


